DaySpring has actively supported JBU in various ways over many years and is interested in mutually capitalizing on the fine relationship established with the university by potentially employing JBU graduates and students as interns. This is in the best interest of JBU, DaySpring and DaySpring Cards Endowed Scholarship recipients.

DaySpring would like to specifically encourage students in fields of study related to their business, specifically graphic design and business.

Scholarship recipients may be invited to participate in a paid DaySpring summer internship (6-12 weeks) between his/her junior and senior year, at the sole discretion of DaySpring. Upon successful completion of the student recipient’s degree and summer internship, DaySpring may offer employment to the scholarship recipient, at their sole discretion.

Criteria:

Student recipients shall:

1. Be a junior, and may re-apply for a second-year scholarship as a senior;
2. Have a minimum ACT score of 21, or maintain a minimum cumulative 3.0 grade point average. Lower GPAs may be considered at the sole discretion of UNIVERSITY;
3. Demonstrate a desire to integrate faith and work in the marketplace;
4. Be majoring in a program in the Department of Visual Arts, or be majoring in a program in the Division of Business; and
5. Have good character.

Financial need will be considered, but will not be a primary factor in the selection process.

NAME:__________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP:________________________________________________________

PHONE:_______________________________  EMAIL:_______________________________

I am majoring in: ___ Graphic Design
___ Illustration
___ Digital Media Arts
___ Division of Business

Major___________________________________
I will be a junior:
___ In the fall semester of _______
___ In the spring semester of _______

I will be a senior:
___ In the fall semester of _______
___ In the spring semester of _______

Would you be interested in a DaySpring summer internship? ______

My cumulative JBU GPA is: ____________________
(3.0 minimum required)

PLEASE WRITE A 300-WORD ESSAY ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

How do you plan to integrate your faith and professional work?

ATTACH ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER.

If your major is in the Department of Visual Arts, please also submit your portfolio.

SIGNATURE ________________________________ DATE __________________

Please submit this application, essay and portfolio* (if applicable) to:

Sherry Miller, Coordinator of Scholarships
Mabee Building, Soderquist Administrative Offices, Office 220
smiller@jbu.edu
(479) 524-7330

*Portfolios may be submitted on a CD, DVD, or as an online portfolio (submit web address).